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Preface
Mobility, digitization and economization are main factors determining the current transformation
processes in our societies. All of them have a major impact on culture and citizens’ access to cultural
activities and creativity. The newly emerging digital living culture offers challenges as well as opportunities
for our cultural institutions. However, analogue and digital culture can complement each other, thus
benefitting from each other.
The conference “Smart Creativity, Smart Democracy” in Linz, Austria, demonstrated impressively how
innovative digital cultural practices can facilitate and enhance citizen’s participation in cultural activities.
New tools are the basis for new forms of artistic creations and new processes. It was a pleasure hosting
this important event in Austria, embedded in the framework of the Ars Electronica Festival and sharing a
number of projects from all over the world. The conference provided a highly appreciated forum for the
exchange of expertise on the topic. I wish the project the very best success for the future work.

Dr Josef Ostermayer
Federal Minister for Arts and Culture, Constitution and Media
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Second Platform Exchange on the Impact of Culture on Digitisation

Introduction
The Council of Europe together with the Ars Electronica organised the Second Platform Exchange on Digitisation
of Culture, in follow-up to the request by European Ministers of Culture at their 2013 conference to engage the
Organisation in this topical issue. The meeting was held within the framework of the Ars Electronica Festival (3-7
September) in Linz, Austria 4-5 September 2015 and was supported by the Austrian Government. Its title was
“Smart Creativity, Smart Democracy”.
The Platform Exchange aimed at exploring how digitisation could best be used for facilitating access to and
participation in culture and creativity, with a view to strengthening democratic participation. In so doing, it wanted
to identify and raise awareness of recent innovative digital applications in Europe for increasing citizen participation
in cultural activities, including the lessons learnt in establishing these and any good practices acquired and observed.
Where possible, it further examined whether these applications actually boosted audience engagement and creativity,
and whether they really did appeal to a larger public and attract new audiences.
In addition to some of the opening speeches, the current publication is a collection of some of the innovative digital
applications exhibited during the Platform Exchange.
Ars Electronica, an enterprise of the city of Linz, is a pioneering cultural institution focusing on the interaction
between art, technology and society (see also wwwhttp://www.aec.at/news/en/). The festival theme for 2015 was
“Habitats for the 21st Century”. The festival ensured strong visibility and a multitude of constructive and positive
synergies for the CoE Platform Exchange.
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Introductory Remarks

Kimmo Aulake
Vice-Chair of the
Council of Europe’s
Steering Committee for Culture,
Heritage and Landscape

Second Platform Exchange on the Impact of Culture on Digitisation

Ladies and gentlemen, dear colleagues,
Before leaving Helsinki to Linz, I googled the terms “internet of things” and “internet of citizens”. The first
turned 726 million hits, the latter 44,6 million hits, i.e. internet of citizens accounted for 6% of hits compared to
internet of things.
Even though I thought that the discrepancy might be even bigger, perhaps this simple search is indicative when
it comes to the attention given to different uses of the internet. There is no denying that connecting “things”,
and the applications therein, receive overwhelming attention compared to harnessing the potential of the internet
to empower citizens and strengthen democracy.
The Council of Europe stands for human rights, democracy and the rule of law, and from the Council’s
perspective, the internet of citizens certainly merits more attention. The aspirations of the draft
Recommendation on the Internet of Citizens are clearly spelled out in its last preamble which reads “Convinced
that the opportunities arising from the new digital environment should be used to reinforce access to and participation in open culture
thereby strengthening democracy”.
To appreciate the thrust of the draft Recommendation as well as its positioning in the vast ocean of international
legal instruments, it is important to note that the Recommendation expressly establishes a link between access to
and participation in open culture, on one hand, and strengthening of democracy, on the other. This link, while
self-evident to many of us, is not yet universally embraced. More often than not, the understanding of culture is,
still, limited. Some years ago, John Holden and the Demos think-tank put it succinctly when they noted that for
many, culture and arts are something that a society may indulge, and therefore, cannot be a political priority, let
alone a necessary ingredient of democracy.
Lately, however, culture’s role in fostering democracy has received more and more attention. So much so that
I’m ready to acknowledge culture’s contribution to democracy as an emerging mega-trend. Actually, in another,
but related, work strand of the Council of Europe, we are in the process of building indicators on culture and
democracy and, thereby, establish empirical evidence on the subject. This is an incredibly ambitious exercise;
something that hasn’t been attempted before. The calculations already made demonstrate that there is indeed a
positive and statistically significant link between the two. We hope to be able to launch the first version of the
indicators before the end of the year.
Dear colleagues,
It is also important to place the Internet of Citizens recommendation in the context of theories on democracy,
i.e. where and how does it fit in current thinking on democracy. Obviously, democracy, both as a concept and
practice, has been studied by the most prominent philosophers and political scientists from Aristotle to
Rousseau, from Locke to Marx and Weber to Habermas.
The different models of democracy, from its classical Greek notion through to republicanism, liberal democracy
and direct democracy and their several variants, have all been developed within certain societal and economic
contexts. Subsequently, the different models of democracy have taken very different positions on key issues,
such as foundations of democratic consent, the ownership of means of production or the form of citizen
participation, and have arrived at different, even conflicting, recommendations. They do, however, share the
fundamental objective of trying to define a system of governance where people (demos) can both rule (kratos)
and be ruled at the same time in an optimum manner.
The current thinking on democracy can be summarized as striving at a system of governance that enables the
development of full potential of everyone, and thereby facilitates the “good life” by allowing and ensuring spaces
for debate and processes for reconciling, or at least accommodating, differences. This is indeed the idea of
4
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democracy: it does not just represent one value among many, such as liberty, equality or justice, but is the value
that can link and mediate among competing concerns.
Naturally, this kind of democracy cannot function unless some general conditions are met. According to
contemporary scholars, these conditions include, inter alia, value pluralism, strong civic education, public culture
and institutions supporting the development of ‘reflective’ preferences, and the existence of deliberative bodies
and practices. Furthermore, one should always bear in mind that in order to ensure everyone’s rights and
freedoms, nobody may exercise their rights in a way that would constrain or limit the rights of others.
In order to meet these conditions, the principle of autonomy has received a lot of attention in political science
lately. It builds on the idea that people should be free and equal in the determination of the conditions of their
own lives, be they political, economic, social or cultural. This implies that they should be able to participate in
processes of debate and deliberation as free and equal agents. Renowned economist and philosopher Amartya
Sen has phrased the same idea as follows: “The development of a country is essentially linked to the
opportunities it offers people to make choices and exercise their citizenship”.
It is precisely in the context of current thinking on democracy and globalizing world with its problems where the
Internet of Citizens, and our draft Recommendation, takes its meaning.
In this framework, and having reiterated the link between culture and democracy, what the Recommendation
essentially tries to do, is to remind us that the internet, and especially the internet of citizens, should be seen as a
space for cultural diversity and value pluralism and a crucial deliberative practice. As such, it can enact the
principle of autonomy and help foster many of the necessary conditions of democracy in today’s world.
Dear colleagues,
I would like to conclude with the following observations:
1) Our democracies are under pressure. Economic depression and austerity together with the number of
asylum seekers and migrants have prompted many politicians and citizens to resort to more or less
openly racist and xenophobic discourse and even hate-speech. From the democracy standpoint, this
means rejecting the fundamental principles of human dignity, equality, freedom as well as negation of
the rights of “others” to participate in the process of deliberation.
2) To put it simply, democracy is not a static concept. It has evolved and must continue to evolve to retain
its appeal and legitimacy. I don’t think I agree with the famous quote from Churchill that "Democracy is
the worst form of government, except for all those other forms that have been tried from time to time."
Rather, democracy is a noble idea – indeed a culmination of humans’ efforts to accommodate and
resolve differences and prevent abuses of power - but it has to be adapted as well as vigorously defended
and enacted. It is a quest to adapt the balance of rights and responsibilities in an ever changing society.
3) The internet is a game-changer in communication, both between ‘things’ and people. The Internet of
Citizens offers an unprecedented possibility for people to deliberate as free and equal agents and should
be developed as such to foster this indispensable element of democracy.
4) Not surprisingly, the Council of Europe Steering Committee on Culture, Heritage and Landscape has
welcomed the draft recommendation and had an intensive discussion on it in our last plenary in June. In
the committee, we see this work on digital frontiers of democracy as something that allows us to give a
meaningful contribution to and widen the scope of general protection and promotion of human rights,
democracy and the rule of law by the Council of Europe.
I hope these introductory remarks facilitate our discussions today and hope to count on your support and active
involvement when we start to implement the policy guidelines of the Recommendation.
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Digital and Aesthetic Justice
Jaroslav Andel
Artistic Director-at-large
DOX Center for Contemporary Art
Prague

_____
(click to play)

Digital and Aesthetic Justice
Jaroslav Anděl
Smart Creativity, Smart Democracy
Linz, September 5, 2015

Cucumber and Grapes Experiment, Inequality,
Sarah Brosnan & Frans de Waal, 2007

GLOBAL CHALLENGES
• social – the increasing inequality
• ecological – climate change, the depletion of
resources, a mass extinction of species
• economic – the fragile world financial system
• political – money in politics, weak global
institutions

EUROPEAN CHALLENGES
•
•
•
•
•
•

the East-West tension (Ukraine etc.)
the North and the South divide
the lowest trust in politicians and institutions
the rise of populism and authoritarianism
fragile economy
downward demography vs. immigration and
migration issues
• fragmentation of European polity

DIGITISATION: THE MAIN DRIVER OF
CIVILISATIONAL CHANGES
• Thomas Friedman:
The World is Flat, 2005

• Vaclav Smil: “It is hard
to believe how
Friedman could get it so
wrong.”

DIGITAL JUSTICE:
CONTRADICTORY TRENDS
• the concentration of power vs. economic and
political decentralisation
• surveillance vs. privacy
• control vs. openness
• competition and proprietorship vs. sharing
• fragmentation vs. participation

AESTHETIC JUSTICE: A THESIS
The arts and culture have a direct bearing on
our capacity to face today's complex issues
• the diminished public sphere
• social and cognitive fragmentation
• instrumentalization
• the growing speed and complex ramifications
of technological change)
and bring multiple benefits to the well-being of
democracy.

BENEFITS
a. Art invites participation and so
surpasses the division between observing
and doing.

b. Art safeguards a long-term view: not
only does it provide a counterweight to the
fast evolving world of technology, but also
helps to make sense of it.

c.
Art inspires transdisciplinary
collaborations as it transgresses boundaries
of specialised disciplines more easily than
other human activities.

d. Art enables transdisciplinary
approaches that connect art with science and
technology. It also helps to situate them in
public space by bringing out their public
dimension in a symbolic and reflexive way.

e. Art is the agency of imagination and
creativity, capacities that are crucial in its
impact on the individual and the community.

f.
Artists deal with digitisation in a noninstrumental way, reflecting on its social,
cultural, and aesthetic implications, and
contribute thus to its acculturation.

g.
Artists and cultural institutions can act
in multiple roles as catalysts, mediators,
facilitators, and designers in developing
feedback loops between bottom up and top
down approaches.

By correlating the challenges that we face with
the benefits that the arts and culture provide,
the following questions, issues, and
suggestions emerge:

1.
How to foster endeavours that
contribute to restoring the standing of
the public sphere?

2.
How to encourage sharing and cooperation
over competition? How can this development
be further promoted and protected by
incentives and an appropriate legal
framework?

3.
How to support artists who explore and
question the impact of new technologies, and
thus help balance technological innovation
with its acculturation and critical reflection?

4.
How to support grass-root activities that
tackle both local and global issues, reaching
across different disciplines and institutions?
How to encourage the creation of new
alliances within and across different fields by
sharing ideas and resources?

5.
How to create procedures and
mechanisms that would provide positive
feedback loops between grass-roots
initiatives and government policies,
between bottom-up and top-down
approaches?

6.
How to harness the synergy
between the arts and education at
government and grass-roots levels in
emphasizing imagination, critical
thinking and problem solving?

7.
How can we open and sustain new
spaces in which innovation and
creativity, art and culture are not
commodity—in which we relate to
them not as consumers, but as
citizens and human beings? Can art
help culture to innovate in ways that
are not commodifications?

CLOSING
Digitisation redefines the way we live, and
indeed the way we are. It creates unforeseen
challenges and opportunities for civic
engagement and for the arts, and hence for
new collaborations across different
organisations, disciplines, and scales.
This is an important juncture for the Council of
Europe as well as for the present artists and
theorists to take a leadership role in
reinvigorating civic participation when both the
ethos of democracy and the unity of Europe are
tested.

Creative Democracy: taking
democracy beyond technology
Derrick de Kerckhove
Professor
University of Toronto and
former Director of the
McLuhan Program in
Culture and Technology

Creative Democracy: taking
democracy beyond technology
Derrick de Kerckhove
Media Duemila
Culture and Technology International
d.dekerckhove@utoronto.ca

We have one
big migrant
situation

An opportunity to think and feel differently

A photograph that is changing the world

Post City
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Post City is about Smart City with people
Without limits of time nor space but…
It includes all the people
It is a “trans-city” beyond the city but…
The local is above the global
Partly (if not mostly) automated but…
Putting community above technology
People are distributed in myriads of configuration…
Connecting intelligence but…
Not forgetting emotions
Our Task:
– Find community involvement strategies
– Understand Publicy
– Seek Smart Democracy
Our Tools:
- ThinkWire
- Connected Intelligence Workshops

Thinkwire is a structured and curated
forum to manage Interviews, debates
and panel discussions.

1. Setup an expert ThinkWire
panel in minutes.
2. Panelists sign in via their
Twitter handle at
Thinkwire.com
3. They are allowed 280
characters to permit more
substantial contributions
Their discussion is posted
into Thinkwire and
4. Tweeted to their follower
with a link back into the
panel narrative.
5. Audience members are
able to reply, retweet and
favorite via Twitter.
All content is archived.

ThinkWire uses a patent-pending solution
to dynamically promote content via the
panelist’s Twitter followers.

The Atelier
•
•
•
•

Focused on the migrant issue
Participants: A.o, A.Y, DdeK, T.A.,
Process
Product

The Migrant Republic
• Inspired by Ingo Gunthers’ Refugee Republic
concept

• Not fully planned yet
• Concept applied to the development of an Iraqui
refugee village

Video Refugee Republic

https://vimeo.com/113100941

So what’s the plan?
Develop quickly a draft of a
constitutional provision for
migrants (perhaps similar to
sections of existing sections
on asylum seekers and
refugee status immigrants)

So what’s the plan?
In cities and areas being “invaded” :
Arrange connected intelligence ateliers
with the local population and the city council
Working with the town council to
introduce among the migrants, language
classes by volunteers, community
involvement notions
Provide free and open Wi-Fi to the
newcomers

Giving migrants a sense of
belonging to a different, but still
coherent order

Session 1:
Statements and Questions Round
with Artistic and Digital
Cultural Innovators

Playing it Smart: Smart Games as a
Medium of Participation
Jeremiah Diephuis
Digital Media Department
University of Applied Sciences
Upper Austria

Playing it Smart: Smart Games as a Medium of Participation
Jeremiah Diephuis // Digital Media Department // University of Applied Sciences Upper Austria, Hagenberg Campus

Co-located Interactive Environment
Ars Electronica Center // Deep Space

Abstraction: a means to understand complexity

Rules: a structure for interaction and a model for learning

Consequences: visible processes of cause and effect

Safety: no wrong way of doing things and lowered inhibitions

Play!UC: Playing with Urban Complexity
http://play-uc.net	
  

GameSpace
6pm-7pm, Sat & Sun - Ars Electronica Center

Jérôme Villeneuve
Research engineer at ACROE
(Grenoble, France),
coordinator of the
European Art-Science-Technology
Network (EASTN)

“Smart Creativity, Smart Democracy”
2nd Council of Europe Platform Exchange on Culture and Digitisation

Jérôme Villeneuve!
ACROE - Research Engineer
EASTN - Coordinator

Linz, 4-5 September 2015

Association pour la
Création et la
Recherche sur les
Outils d’Expression
1976

Claude Cadoz
Annie Luciani
Jean-Loup Florens

European
Art-Science-Technology
Network

2014

ACROE - ICA
ZKM
Ionnian Univeristy
IAAC | FabLabBarcelona
CSAD | FabLabCardiff
MisoMusicPortugal

!

Art-Science-Technology
echnology
!

A field, a discipline in itself, not:
-Art & Science & Technology
-Arts & Sciences & Technologies

!
!

05 !
40 !
40 !
08 !

Workshops!
Artists
Original Creations!
Festivals

“Smart Creativity, Smart Democracy”

Defining Each Others
Cross-Fertilized

“Creative Citizen”
in the field of Art-Science-Technology

The most general aspects about ACROE and EASTN actions

“Creative Citizen”
in the field of Art-Science-Technology
Digitisation ?

of Exchanges

Internet

Important to remember:
The digital is far beyond that…

Accessibility
Interaction
Community
Knowledges
etc.

“Creative Citizen”
in the field of Art-Science-Technology
Digitisation ?
of Tools,
of instruments

OnLine, OffLine, Intangible, Tangible

of Practices
of Contents

New Forms of Creation Processes
New Forms to Teach them
New Forms of Research
New Forms of Artistic Creations
New Forms to Present them
New Forms to Explain them

Research - Creation - Pedagogy - Dissemination

of Tools,
of instruments

OnLine, OffLine, Intangible, Tangible

of Practices
of Contents

New Forms of Creation Processes
New Forms to Teach them
New Forms of Research
New Forms of Artistic Creations
New Forms to Present them
New Forms to Explain them

Research - Creation - Pedagogy - Dissemination

Research - Creation - Pedagogy - Dissemination
Linear Approach
Research/Engineering
Pedagogy | Assistance
toward Artists
Creations
Dissemination

What Next ? What stays, in terms of knowledges, practices, tools, “science” & “culture”…?
How to include the Citizen ? As a consumer of Art Exhibitions and/or of!Temporarily Shiny
Technologies at the end of the process ?

Research - Creation - Pedagogy - Dissemination
Systemic Approach

search Creation Pedagogy Dissemination Research Creation Pedagogy Dissemination Research Creati
semination Research Creation Pedagogy Dissemination Research Creation Pedagogy Dissemination Re
eation Pedagogy Dissemination Research Creation Pedagogy Dissemination Research Creation Pedago
Pedagogy Dissemination Research Creation Pedagogy Dissemination Research Creation Pedagogy Dis

“Faire Culture”
Develop the Audiences as in Acculturate the Audiences
with the field of Art-Science-Technology
C.Cadoz : « Pédagogie à la Créativité »
Reinforce Citizens and allow them to become Creative

With the support of the French Ministry of Culture and Communication

With the support of the Culture Programme of the European Union

www.acroe-ica.org

www.eastn.eu

EASTN
Seconde Phase

EASTN is!
!

! - An exchange and analysis of practices in the field of !
! research, creation, pedagogy (academic, professional !
! or toward the general audience) and dissemination!
!

www.acroe-ica.org

! - An exchange of artists of a very large variety of!
! artistic, technic and scientific backgrounds and interests!
!

! - An exchange between cultures!
!

! - Building a solid an common way of working (including
! regarding administrative matters…) for a long term ! !
! and !extending work.

www.eastn.eu

EASTN
Seconde Phase

Performing Democracy
Kata Krasznahorkai,
Curator at the
Collegium Hungaricum Berlin
Researcher at the
University of Zurich
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Democracy is based on presence, the freedom of public and private spheres. It is based on participation
and interaction. Culture is the basis of democracy but democracy is not the basis of culture. This fact
clearly shows who needs whom more.
The Montag Modus monthly performance series at the Collegium Hungaricum Berlin aims to address the
topic of the „Berlin Dream”. What ideas, dreams and utopias are linked to Europe`s so called creative
capital - a creativity which is both claimed by the cultural and the start-up scene?
One of the most striking pieces for Montag Modus was made by the Bulgarian artist Neno Belchev in May
2015 called “Immigration in a Box”. He managed to travel to Berlin from Varna with only 100 Euros, and
on arriving after a very difficult route he locked himself in a wooden box, and stayed there. The only sign
of life was his breath, and a camera which showed him in the box. The audience couldn’t believe he really
was in there. On the box Belchev placed a sticker: “Handle with Care. Contains Immigrants.”
***
The link between human rights as the basis of democratic structures and smart creativity became all the
more strikingly clear when I was repeatedly confronted with the interviews of migrants who are
desperately trying to escape places where neither democracy nor culture exists. They said they came to
Europe because human rights were valid here, and Europe was a place where solidarity should be the
basis of our culture – just think about Kant’s Star-Sky above us and the moral law within.
The Hungarian organization Migration Aid is a volunteer civil initiative to help refugees arriving in
Hungary – they are at the core of what we can call performing democracy. Solidarity, effectiveness,
sharing and participating are key features – all communicated and organized only via facebook. It is the
most effective and only help asylum seekers get in Hungary nowadays. Many migrants stated that on their
trip, the Migration Aid volunteers were the first persons who didn`t want money from them, kill them or
get rid of them as soon as possible. On the other hand they stated Hungary was the worst station of their
trip ever.
Beyond clothes and water the third most important thing you must have if you have lost everything is a
smart phone. Not only for saving your life in thousands of cases but also because these are the last
archives of lives that are left behind. And so the archives of cultural roots as well. In the current situation
we have to reflect on cultures immense relevance and link to human rights for European societies facing
one of the biggest challenges since the end of the Cold War.
In this, the responsibility of intellectuals is enormous. As Jaroslav Andel defined the role of art it connects
ideas to feelings and emotions.
In the era of digitisation communication is more and more based on presence and emotional attitudes by
using communication apps stating that one is there. One is alive. But where are the intellectuals? Who
hears their voices? The Internet of the Citizens desperately needs these voices, needs their presence! But
the “instrumentalisation of culture” (Andel) makes its intellectuals speechless.
The goal of the Council of Europe to recognise the new cultural and creative domains is crucial for the
future of Europe. Art genres, which are explicitly based on presence, access, participation and direct
interaction – like performance art – are one aspect of these cultural domains which has to be supported
more intensely. It is an underprivileged area of culture as the economic impacts are rather moderate but
have an immense impact on key competences like sharing, interacting, participating and being emotionally
involved in processes.
But it has to be clear that without letting culture act beyond solely economic constraints will lead to the
devastation of the whole European idea. And if this idea is lost or misused as a fig-leaf for political
78
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agendas, Europe is not going to be able to face the migrants’ crisis in the future. Human rights cannot be
thought of without the issue of culture and its communication.
The new citizens of Europe have witnessed that smart phones save their lives on their route to democratic
ideals. But what are they going to experience once they arrived here?
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Culture.Si
Luka Frelih
Association Ljudmila
laboratorium for science and art,
Slovenia

Effects of aggregation through Kulturnik
 All the sources of culture in one easy to find place,
ready to be discovered

 Shared information space gives voice to all and
enables new dialogues
 Boosting visibility of open web content and data
 A new role: the Meta-Editor

Now imagine: a Kulturnik for Europe
 Unicorns...

 Pan-European Meta-Editor Team on horizon?
 Harmonized Machine-Readable Meta-Data
Imagine a world beyond commercial algorithms!

What went right?


Collaboration between the Ministry of Culture and a
nonprofit artists-run NGO – LJUDMILA



Our approach: less glossy but more useful, practice driven,
covering the fringe too



CC-licensing: easy reuse, without asking or payment



Tight, interdisciplinary team, where editors and
programmers work under one roof



National Digitalisation Guidelines endorsed by the Ministry

of Culture

What went wrong? Problems?
 Interoperability:
 News: good (RSS)
 Events: so-so (ICAL, walled gardens)
 Search: long-way-to-go (scrapers, OpenSearch)

 Missing: People Networking for Common Formats
 Cookie directive: Robots get warnings, not content

Pitfalls of digitisation?


Digitisation becoming privatisation: restrained access to
public digitised resources



Loss of memory and public access by outsourcing
communication and content to walled gardens



Europeana boosted visibility of digitised national archives,
tying them into one open web system



But... underrepresents the "living culture" that we are
creating and experiencing now

Proposals for collaboration
 CultureMESH: European Cultural Aggregator Network
 I3C: International Initiative for Interoperability in Culture
 DIFFICULT? Data Interchange Formats For International

Culture!
What we want to do:
 networking (people and data) of European cultural portals
 traffic exchange network for cross-visibility
 make it easy to create interoperable, open web sites
 agree on formats and data schemas
Looking forward to meeting partners for these!

luka@ljudmila.org

Laboral
Centro de Arte y
Creación Industrial
Lucia Garcia
Managing Director of LABoral
Spain

_____
(click to play)

Democratising the laboratory
Irene Agrivina
XXLab
collective in art
science and free technology
Indonesia

XXLab

Art -Science and Free Technology
Democratizing the laboratory
YOGYAKARTA - INDONESIA

XXLab

Irene Agrivina, Eka Jayani Ayuningtyas, Asa
Rahmana, Ratna Djuwita, Atinna Rizqiana

XXLab is a female collective from Yogyakarta - Indonesia. This
collective comes from various backgrounds such as artists, designers
and programmers, focusing on art, science and free technology. We
are democratizing the knowledge and the laboratory as tools for
citizen participation

• Yogyakarta: Home for the arts and artists, students and intellectuals
• An ancient kingdom city; a leading city in Indonesia for culture, education,
tourism

• Various art events (exhibitions, performances), cultural dialogue and
exchange
• Conducive social and cultural atmosphere for studying, growing, and
communicating their works to the public
• Working in this city enables XXLab to conduct experiments across various
subject matters and collaborate with expertise from various institutions

SOYA C(O)U(L)TURE

SOYA C(O)U(L)TURE is a research-based product
development by XXLab that involved interdisciplinary
backgrounds. The research aims to grow and program an
alternative energy, food and bio material from soya liquid
waste using bacteria and tissue culture. Tofu and Tempe
made from soya beans are common healthy foods for
Indonesians that are made through biological processes.
Indonesia has a lot of tofu and tempeh productions from
small scale (home industry) to large scale (factory). The
production processes produce liquid waste that pollutes
and contaminates the water and river surrounding the
factories.

XXLab creates and grows edible celluloses using
Acetobacter Xylinum as a food, at the same time as
processing a microbial fuel cell and bio material that could
be used as an eco-friendly alternative source for energy,
food and
organic fabric in the future.
For a low cost, this project produced organic material
which could be developed into various products that have
an economic value. It could be produced and developed in
any home using ordinary kitchen utensils and combines
open source software and hardware and DIY (Do It
Yourself) or DIWO (Do It With Others) methods. This
development could become an alternative solution for a
sustainable economy to create or increase income for
women living in low income areas.

XXLab used the kitchen as a laboratory, then focused on
the think thank process of collaboration between citizen,
grass roots movements, universities and communities

EXPERIMENT
PROCESS

Home industry tofu production

Tofu production waste in the river

“The most beautiful thing we can experience
is the mysterious. It is the source of
all true art and science” - Albert Enstein
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// OPEN DESIGN SYMPOSIUM 2012

// FAMILIE BINDER – OPEN FURNITURE

// FAMILIE BINDER – INTRODUCED 2012

// OPEN DESIGN GUIDE – INTRODUCED 2013

// WERKZEUGBOXEN
COPYCAT – OPEN FASHION
– INTRODUCED 2013
//
/ AB MITTE NOVEMBER

// CONCRETE – INTRODUCED 2014

// „WERKZEUG“ (TOOL BOXES) – INTRODUCED 2015

User / Buyer

PLATFORM
ZAUM

Designer

Producer

// PLATFORM „ZAUM“ – TO BE INTRODUCED 2016

Future innovators summit
Hideaki Ogawa
Key researcher
Ars Electronica Future lab
Austria

Future Innovators Summit
Ars Electronica Futurelab
Hideaki Ogawa

27 innovators, 6 mentors, 6 facilitators

FIS is
A creative system to prototype for the future

Theme: "What it takes to change

FIS is
A creative system to prototype for the future

6 international mentors for innovation

Oliviero Toscani (photographer, Italy), Robert
Madelin (director general of DG-Connect, Brussels)
Hiroshi Ishii (MIT Medialab, Boston), Joachim Sauter
(Art+Com, Berlin) and Golan Levin (artist and
professor at Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh),
K. Bradley Paxton (CEO of Advanced Document
Imaging)

STEP1: Unlock the creative Energy

STEP2: Facilitate the creative process

STEP3: Extract creative questions

A
How can we
stimulate
learning?

D
How can we know
what singularity
means to
humanity?

B

C

How can we
encourage boldness
in individuals and
become responsible
citizens?

How can local
choice reduce
global conﬂict(s)?

E

F

How can we
empower people
towards
productive conﬂicts?

How can we
inspire
natural inborn
curiosity?

Creative Questions

Inspired in Linz

Festival as Catalysts for Innovation

Theme: Develop a Post City Kit

Post City Kit
a collection of ideas, strategies, prototypes and tools to enhance cities

/www.aec.at/postcity/en/postcitykit/

Thank you for listening.

Hideaki Ogawa
Twitter: HideakiOgawa
E-Mail: Hideaki.Ogawa@aec.at
WEB
www.aec.at/futurelab
www.howeb.org

Digital Culture, a Challenge and an
Opportunity for Art Museums
Pierre-Yves Desaive, Head of Digital
Media and Contemporary Art
Royal Museum of Fine Arts of Belgium

Second Platform Exchange on the Impact of Culture on Digitisation

In my paper, I point out that more and more museums worldwide have their collections online. We get
the feeling that these artworks turned into digital files have always been there. But as work package leaders
of the work package “Digitisation” for the EC-funded project Digitising Contemporary Art (2011-2013) we,
at the Royal Museums of Fine Arts of Belgium, soon found out that many art institutions all over Europe
were still in the process of organising this complex, expensive and time consuming process.
I also point out that the archive we build of our everyday life is very often processed, modified, through
Instagram or Photoshop.
But, when it comes to digitising cultural heritage, we enter a zone that is closer to photojournalism: our
mission is to replicate the artifact as close as possible to the original, even if the image is not flattering for
the artwork, and bring this image online, with metadata that have been validated by the scientific staff. But
visitors of a museum also like to take their own pictures of the collections, maybe Instagram them and
share them, fulfilling their need to act on reality through digital technology.
This implies that the museum allows the visitor to create and share his pictures while in the exhibition
rooms (and many museums don’t allow pictures to be taken on their premises, let alone free access to a
good wifi connection).
But it also implies that the museum has a strategy to digitise its collections and put them online (and this
has many implications, including the questions related to copyrights when dealing with modern or
contemporary art – even the Google Art Project avoids showing artworks for which copyright has not
been cleared). Both scenarios are the two faces of the digital art culture an art institution has to consider
today.
Digitising also means delivering to the audience things they won’t even see when looking at the artwork in
the museum, such as the reproduction in 1 Gigapixels of the painting of Bruegel the Elder, The Fall of the
Rebel Angels, that we did with the Google Art Project.
Most museums fear this kind of initiative: are people still going to come the museum, if they can stay
home and tour the collections with high resolution pictures online? One way to avoid this is to bring this
experience within the museum, as an added content to the tour. We are currently working on such a
project with a focus on the modern and contemporary art collections.
The last step with digitisation is to bring to the audience what is invisible: we have been working for
several years with the Paris-based company Lumière Technology, that has created a very high resolution
multispectral camera, and we set up a show around two paintings, a Gauguin and a Kokoschka, with much
information, many multimedia documents, touchscreens and so on, shown alongside the original artworks.
The next step would be to give access to the multispectral images through a mobile device, to bring added
content to the visit – also a project we are working on.
Today, the online collections are the first access point to the physical collections of the museums. And
these digital artifacts need a new type of conservators – and this why we created the Digital Museum
Department, with art historians acting as an interface between the physical collection and the online
world.
Finally, since this is Ars Electronica, I also would like to insist on the importance for art museums to
consider digital art, because there is still a big shift between art centres focusing on digital culture and fine
art institutions based on 19-century models.
Art museums must embrace digital culture as a whole: by considering their digitised artworks not just as
copies of the physical artifacts, but as key elements of online collections that require a specific
preservation and comprehension strategy. But also by including digital artworks in their collections, as this
is a challenge but also a chance for them to evolve and to broaden their role as keepers of the cultural
heritage.
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Appendix:
Draft Recommendation
of the
Committee of Ministers
to member States
on the Internet of citizens

Draft Recommendation of the Committee of Ministers to member States on the Internet of
citizens
(Adopted by the Committee of Ministers on … 2015, at the … meeting of the Ministers’ Deputies)
The Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe, under the terms of Article 15.b of the Statute of
the Council of Europe,
Considering that the aim of the Council of Europe is to achieve greater unity between its members for the
purpose of safeguarding and promoting the ideals and principles which are their common heritage;
Keeping in mind that the Council of Europe’s key cultural policy goals should lay the foundations of
member States’ cultural policies, namely, to foster participation in and access to culture by as many people
as possible, as well as diversity of cultural expression and to promote cultural identity and creativity;
Recalling the Final Statement of the 10th Council of Europe Conference of Ministers of Culture
(Moscow, 15-16 April 2013) which highlighted the digital revolution as “crucial to the viability of creation
and cultural diversity” and accordingly requested the setting up of a platform for exchange on the impact
of digitisation of culture;
Having regard to the work subsequently carried out on culture and democracy, which has shown the
positive correlations between creative culture and economic strength, cultural participation and civic
involvement, and culture and well-being;
Recalling the Council of Europe Internet Governance Strategy 2012-2015 and Committee of Ministers
Recommendation CM/Rec(2007)16 on measures to promote the public service value of the Internet;
Conscious of the impact of new communication technologies on cultural creativity, access to culture and
freedom of expression and citizen participation;
Considering that the Internet has impacted culture by providing an unprecedented means for people to
express themselves and assemble and thereby to access and generate culture in different ways;
Considering that the cultural impact of the Internet further involves a transition to a more collaborative
culture enabling hitherto unused or underused and innovative schemes such as crowdfunding,
crowdsourcing and collective creation;
Keeping in mind that the “Internet of things”, which consists of interconnected devices, networks and
processes, is expanding and becoming more influential;
Believing that this significant development should be complemented by an “Internet of citizens” who are
aware of their rights and responsibilities;
Convinced that the opportunities arising from the new digital environment should be used to reinforce
access to and participation in open culture, thereby strengthening democracy,
Recommends that member States recognise digital culture as one of the key issues for modern cultural
policy making and revisit their cultural policy approaches with a view to implementing the policy
guidelines appended to this recommendation, so as to serve citizens to the best of their ability.
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Appendix I
Policy guidelines
Introduction
1.1.

In addition to investing in the technical and infrastructural aspect of the “Internet of things”, great
consideration should be given to its cultural dimension and to the “Internet of citizens”.

1.2.

The term “citizens” is used here in a general sense, meaning people or persons, and not in any legal
sense.

1.3.

Digital culture’s positive potential should be fully exploited in helping build a culture of democracy,
democratic citizenship and participation, while safeguarding against related threats such as
infringement of privacy, breaches of data security, hate-speech or manipulation.

1.4.

A human rights approach should be adopted in all policies on digital culture dealing with the digital
shift so as to give full effect to the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms (ETS No. 5, hereafter the Convention), as interpreted by the European
Court of Human Rights in its case law. The rights and duties enshrined in the Convention were
translated into an Internet context in Recommendation CM/Rec(2014)6 on a Guide to human
rights for Internet users, and notably:
a.

b.
1.5.

This human rights approach should also include:
a.
b.

1.6.

ensuring that all data processing is carried out in conformity with the principles laid down
in the Convention for the Protection of Individuals with regard to Automatic Processing
of Personal Data (ETS No. 108);
full respect for the 2005 UNESCO Convention on the Protection and Promotion of the
Diversity of Cultural Expressions.

In recognition of the key role played by artists and cultural institutions in digital culture, as well as
other actors driving the development of digital culture, a multi-stakeholder approach should be
adopted so that work on digital culture is carried out between:
a.
b.

c.
1.7.

Article 10 of the Convention as regards freedom of expression and its corollary right of
access to information, subject to the reservations set out in its paragraph 2, in particular
with regard to the prevention of disorder or crime and to the protection of the reputation
or rights of others;
Article 8 of the Convention as regards the right to respect for private and family life.

competent government bodies involved in digital culture;
the main public and private constituents of the cultural and educational sectors,
institutions, authors and artists, research institutions, businesses and civil society, who
should be informed of and invited to contribute to the drawing up of policies on digital
culture and related projects;
the general public, who should be informed of their rights, duties and responsibilities as
citizens on the Internet.

In order to ensure substantive equality for all in digital culture, an integrated approach should be
followed when implementing these principles.
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Modernisation of cultural institutions
2.1.

An effective strategy should be drawn up, in co-operation with cultural and research institutions,
for shaping the future digital ecosystem, including the promotion of creativity and the permanent
preservation of all relevant human creative expression for future generations through mass
digitisation programmes for libraries, archives, museum collections, and the setting of scientific
standards for describing and connecting tangible and intangible cultural objects and artifacts so
that cultural resources may be located, understood, combined, used and reused.

2.2.

Consideration should be given to providing financial incentives to encourage cultural institutions
to embark on digitisation transition programmes, such as grants, tax benefits, access to new
sources of funding through public–private partnerships, public–civic partnerships, crowdfunding,
other innovative funding methods or support to collaborative and/or networked digitisation
centres.

2.3.

Bearing in mind the above-mentioned multi-stakeholder perspective, cultural institutions should be
encouraged to:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

2.4.

take advantage of digital opportunities and face digital challenges with a view to
reinforcing their ability to fulfil their mandates and strengthening their visibility and
impact;
widen and/or adapt their mission and purpose, for example by diversification of the
range of concepts, products and services they offer and by redefining synergies with
research institutes and digital service providers;
update their infrastructure, physical premises, working methods, working environment
and staff qualifications, so as to take advantage of digitisation to complement the aims of
their new mission or support more fully its previous objectives;
finance the digitisation transition process by taking advantage of innovative business
models, in addition to government funding;
preserve digital resources which are either produced through digitisation or which were
originally created as digital works;
revise internal governance/self-regulation instruments, such as terms and definitions,
cultural concepts and products, authorised sources of funding and partnerships.

In so doing, cultural institutions should further be encouraged to:
a.
b.

c.
d.
e.

f.

recognise that part of the transition process entails the updating of traditional cultural and
creative concepts in order to include new art forms and new types of creators. Nothing in
this paragraph should be understood as undermining traditional culture and art forms;
be more democratic and participatory in their approach, by adopting a demand-led logic
for exhibiting their cultural materials so as to balance the traditional supply-led logic and
appeal to a larger public. They should follow the principles of good governance, namely
as regards transparency, responsiveness and accountability to their audiences;
strengthen the understanding of digital representations of cultural resources by including
all contextual information, which is often scattered across the Internet in several nonconnected data silos;
collate and evaluate data, including audience data, in order to assist the demand-led
approach, strengthen cultural services and ensure substantive equality for all in
participation in and access to cultural services, in fact and in law;
digitise, index and offer a broader range of creative works both online and offline, taking
different and changing cultural expressions and patterns of use into account. This should
be done in the public interest and in full transparency of contractual conditions between
funders of digitisation initiatives and cultural institutions;
form partnerships and co-operative structures with other cultural institutions, so as to
make cultural material that is unavailable for reasons such as geographical distance or cost
legally available online;
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g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

l.

make creative works available online and offline, either free of charge or affordable to the
most financially disadvantaged members of society, in conformity with intellectual
property legislation;
make digital cultural resources genuinely available and accessible on the Internet by
setting up a cumulative collection registry. This could consist of a network of thematic or
sector-specific collection registries;
use innovative software applications to enhance audience engagement and experience;
recognise new cultural and creative domains, expressions, productions and industries by
exhibiting their creative products or forming partnerships with them. Nothing in this
paragraph should be understood as undermining traditional culture and art forms;
compile, use and exchange information on digital cultural policy and its implementation
through collaborative schemes such as peer-to-peer reviews, at the local, national and
international levels, so as to evaluate the successes and failures of cultural policies. This
information should be made publicly available;
make their best practices accessible to relevant audiences, including on web-based
information systems.

From consumers to prosumers and creative citizens
3.1.

Member States should consider appropriate ways of dealing with transformative use of copyrighted
works (such as sharing, disseminating, archiving, remixing, mashing-up or consuming) to empower
citizens as consumers, creators and prosumers.

3.2.

New online forms of dissemination and sharing, such as creative commons licences, should be
exploited as appropriate with a view to enhancing access to works of art and culture and creative
expression by citizens, taking intellectual property rights duly into account.

3.3.

Measures should be considered, in conformity with intellectual property rights law, to reinforce
people’s access to creative material where this has been hindered through the imposition, for
example, of costly commercial access models.

3.4.

Works from the 20th century which are out of distribution, have not been digitised and are very
often “orphan works”, yet do not come within the scope of the Directive 2012/28/EU of the
European Parliament and of the Council of 25 October 2012 on certain permitted uses of orphan
works, as well as a great quantity of cultural objects which are out of circulation, not usable or
simply unavailable in the digital environment for reasons such as poor indexing and/or description,
lack of interoperability, etc., should be preserved and made digitally available in line with the
provisions of the European Convention for the Protection of the Audiovisual Heritage (ETS No.
183) and its Protocol on the protection of television productions (ETS No. 184) to afford people
access to them as a creative resource and to prevent any loss.

3.5.

A publicly available and sustainable digital space should be set up at the European level, making use
of existing European spaces, portals and platforms, to enable cultural resources and cultural
knowledge to be legally shared and accessed without restrictions of time and place. This digital
space should provide for global discoverability and accessibility of digital cultural resources and
promote interaction, interoperability and collaboration among communities and between
collections. It should give leverage to existing initiatives, such as Digital Research Infrastructure for
the Arts and Humanities (DARIAH.EU) and Europeana in order to allow for a better integration
of digital culture, digital cultural heritage and digital humanities communities.

3.6.

Digital spaces established in collaboration with non-European countries should also be seen as a
possibility with a view to facilitating the cross-border exchange of information.

3.7.

Open cultural data for public use and reuse should be identified and included in these digital spaces.
In this undertaking, public service media may play a significant role.
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Multiliteracy skills for access to, creation and management of digital culture
School, university, adult education and lifelong learning
4.1.

Multiliteracy skills and competences should be considered as fundamental as the skills of reading,
writing and arithmetic, as well as a key element for participation in culture and thus for fostering
active citizenship and democracy. They consist of a set of competences related to information
cultures as they bring together media, information and computer literacies.

4.2.

Therefore, everyone should have access to multiliteracy skills education – including media and
information literacy – which is effective, up-to-date and free of charge or affordable for the most
financially disadvantaged members of society.

4.3.

Particular efforts should be made through the educational and cultural system to scale up the
multiliteracy skills of:
a.
b.

4.4.

children, young people, adults and senior citizens, who have no or little access to digital
technology for socio-geographical or socio-economic reasons, as well as sometimes for
reasons of place of residence;
children, young people, adults and senior citizens who have access to but do not use, lack
the skills to use or underuse digital technology (namely in terms of diversity, frequency or
intensity of usage).

A professional framework of reference and related training programme should be drawn up to
guide the new cultural professions emerging as a result of digitisation, for example in online videos,
online gaming and online television, three-dimensional and virtual reality modelling. Such a
framework and programme could be conceived and delivered in co-operation with research
organisations.

Cultural institutions as learning centres
4.5.

Cultural institutions should be encouraged to develop distance-learning courses or collaborations
also known as massive open online courses (MOOCS) and other innovative e-training schemes so
as to:
a.
b.
c.

exploit fully their potential as digital learning centres of multiliteracy skills for individuals,
schools, colleges, universities and adult education institutions, with special emphasis on
education in the arts and culture;
increase citizen uptake of cultural material;
stimulate creativity.

4.6.

These courses and training schemes should be aimed at unlimited global participation through open
access via the Internet and be free of charge or at least affordable to the most financially
disadvantaged members of society. They should be evaluated on a regular basis and updated where
necessary.

4.7.

Cultural institutions should be encouraged to give either free or minimum-cost access to online
innovative digital educational applications which build and reinforce peoples’ digital skills.

4.8.

Research on multiliteracy and related education should be improved and expanded by appropriate
research institutes and fed back into educational and relevant cultural programmes. The research
should focus on different kinds of skills – creative, social, critical and technical – and on possible
convergences between different literacy traditions (media, information, visual, digital, computer,
Internet). It should also provide the data for evaluating citizens’ knowledge, skills and attitudes
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towards information and the media, taking into account the semiotic, communicative, technical and
ethical dimensions.
Appendix II
Glossary of terms
Commons: this term relates to the natural and cultural resources freely accessible to all members of a
given society, such as parks or lakes. In a digital context, it refers to resources critical for the digital
environment, which should not be transformed into private property.
Creative industries: their borders with cultural industries are blurred because they tend to cover the same
cultural goods (with additional ones such as arts and crafts, design), although their main raison d’être may be
commercial. But the focus is on the creative individuals rather than the origins of funding and on the
strong emphasis on information and knowledge-based goods and services.
Cultural industries: this traditionally refers to cultural goods such as publishing, film, television, music,
advertising and video and computer games, that are usually protected by copyright law. They encompass
the whole industrial chain of creation, production and distribution as it affects cultural consumption and
participation.
Cultural institutions: classic examples are museums, art galleries, theatres, cinemas, libraries, cultural
research institutes.
Crowdsourcing: refers to the process of calling on the online communities of expertise to solicit input in
the form of ideas, solutions or contributions. The participants may be volunteers, online workers,
professionals or amateurs, and they conceive of supply and demand in a different manner than in the
traditional labour market.
Crowdfunding: refers to the practice of calling on the online communities to solicit funding for a project
or to raise donations for a cause or a service on a large scale. It brings together the various interested
parties through a digital platform.
Digital culture: refers to the various cultural and creative expressions and practices, including in the field
of heritage, which have emerged or have been facilitated and strengthened since the global explosion in
information technology and social media. This culture is seen as more freely available, accessible and
inclusive, removing dividing lines between creator and consumer and between traditional and more recent
art forms, enhancing the democratisation of culture.
Digitisation: the conversion of information and documents into digital format.
Internet of Things (IoT): refers to the equipment of all objects and people with identifying devices
(sensors, captors, QR codes, etc.) so as to monitor and manage them via their virtual representation
online. Such advanced connectivity between people, things and places could facilitate inventory of stock
but also enable content creators and content owners to control their work by tracing use and applying
copyright.
Mash-up: to create something digitally, such as a piece of music, by combining elements from two or
more sources.
MOOC: Acronym for massive open online courses, referring to educational material disseminated online
with free access or access for a small fee.
Multiliteracy: refers to the online convergence of media literacy, information literacy and computer
literacy as a means of enhancing the capacity to understand, use and publish across all kinds of platforms
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and types of media. It embraces reading, writing and arithmetic, but also communication and information
skills, within the framework of 21st century skills.
Open cultural data: cultural data that is freely available to everyone to use and republish as they wish.
Orphan works: a copyright protected work for which rights-holders are positively indeterminate or
cannot be contacted. Sometimes only the originator’s or rights-holder’s name(s) are known, yet contact is
stymied by the total unavailability of sufficient information. A work can become orphaned when rightsholders are unaware of their rights or through their demise (for example, deceased persons or defunct
companies) and establishing inheritance has proved impracticable. In other cases, comprehensively
diligent research fails to determine any authors, creators or originators for a work.
Prosumers: refers to the fact that the roles of producers and consumers can be blurred and merged in the
digital world. Processes like crowdsourcing and crowdfunding help to develop goods where the consumer
is involved in the design or benefits from specificities of the creation, thus being less passive and more
creative.
Remix: a remix is a derivative art form that is similar to, yet different from, an original work. Digital
means make it possible to take multiple perspectives on the same piece, creating differences while keeping
the reference to the original more or less explicit.
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